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A quirky collection of both classic and unusual casserole recipes featuring recipes from top
culinary artists.Long the butt of foodies? jokes, the time has come to redeem and reclaim the
humble casserole, in all its Funyun®-topped glory. Hearty, no-fuss, and (admit it!) old school
delicious, the classic casserole is made from at least two solid ingredients, plus one
complementary gooey ingredient. Always stirred?never layered! Author Farris has collected 125
variations on this theme that will have eaters sheepishly sneaking back to the buffet for seconds?
and thirds. From Beefy Mac to 5 Ps Italian Casserole, Classic Tuna Noodle to Zucchini and Corn
Bake, Farris and celebrity cooking pros have thrown their best casserole recipes into the mix.
And since it includes vegetarian, vegan, and lactose- and glucose-free alternatives, everyone
can go casserole crazy.

About the AuthorKate McMillan is a chef, cooking instructor, and owner of an eponymous
catering company. She lives in Northern California with her husband and three young daughters,
who were tireless taste-testers for this book.Sarah Putman Clegg is a freelance editor, writer,
and author of Love in Spoonfuls. She lives in the San Francisco Bay Area with her husband and
young son, who eats things from his lunch box that he would never consume in her presence.
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Rachel Kramer Bussel, “I'm now officially Casserole Crazy - this book turned me into a cook!.
What can I say about Casserole Crazy except that it's gotten me into the kitchen and cooking?
I'm hardly a cook, and my usual meals come from takeout food or my freezer, but I was intrigued
by the blog enough to check out the cookbook and I'm so glad I did. So far, I've made two
recipes, the first being the garlic mac and cheese that I made with some friends. We wound up
with two pans of it (substituting rotini for elbow macaroni) and both were gone by the time we
went to sleep. It was delicious. Then on my own I made the Tater Tot Turkey Casserole and was
reminded a) how delicious tater tots are and b) what a fun, simple meal this was.There's such a
wide variety of casseroles, for the food snob and the starving artist and everyone in between,
and Farris's fun attitude infuses her recipes. I really like that anyone can make these recipes, and
trust me, if I can make them, anyone can. I look forward, especially as the weather is freezing
out, to cranking up my oven and trying more of Farris's inventive casseroles, as well as tweaking
them since it's so easy to do. Now, armed with my giant new glass casserole pan, I'm also
officially casserole crazy!”

DCPauley, “AMAZING Cookbook!!. I live near where Emily grew up and was excited to listen to
her on NPR - she's funny!! Also, I grew up in So. Minnesota - the Casserole Capitol of the World.
Since I'm cheap, I went to my library's website and requested the book so I could look through it
and copy a few recipes to try.So I sat down at naptime one day (I have an in-home day care),
and started flipping through the book. After bookmarking 17 recipes I'd like to try, I went right to
Amazon and bought the book. I also bought a copy for a friend who is trying to cook at home
more because the recipes are easy to follow and healthy. Every other page is now dog-eared
with a recipe I want to try!! We'll be eating new food for months!!Thank you, Emily, for an
AMAZING cookbook!!!! This will be a gift to my family and friends all year because it has
something for EVERYONE! (Side note and GREAT idea: somewhere over Christmas, I saw a
blog that suggested giving a cookbook and the ingredients for one of the recipes in that
cookbook as a gift.)”

Jewels67, “Great Book. There are some great party ideas and very creative recipes in the book.
Thanks for the inspiration and the anticipation of trying the suggestions.”

Lindsay, “In love. Loving this cookbook. I bought it a couple of weeks ago and I've used it several
times already. Love that I can fix something for dinner and easily take it for leftovers the next day.
Emily has pithy, but informative style and every recipe I've tried has been awesome.”

Sylvia T., “Bought this book for my sister and she loves it. My sister loves to make casseroles.
She says that it so easy to put everything in a dish, put in the oven to bake and then you have
dinner ready in under an hour.”



Lu Anne Dwyer, “Fabulous recipe collection. Emily has compiled an unbelievable collection of
recipes of every ilk. I haven't found any that haven't come out perfect and my friends and family
loves everyone that I've made!”

The book by Emily Farris has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 18 people have provided feedback.
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